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EXT. DAY BUS STOP

It is a hot, Saturday morning as four people wait idly by

the local bus stop in Los Angeles. The first is a tall

redhead named Ginger. With his aviator shades he stands

looking out into the distance. Beside him are two boisterous

guys named Tuna and Tucker. Sitting on a bench, head bowed

low that her creates a curtain to cover her face is Georgia

Fox. She comes back into consciousness once Tuna trips on

one of the luggages.

TUNA

(high pitched scream/squeal)

Aaahh!!

GINGER

(coughs)

dumba***

TUCKER

(checks Iphone)

Man, where are they?

After Tucker says this, their two companions arrive, lugging

behind them at least six luggages each. The two girls, Kira

and Crystal Waters, walk at a snail’s pace to make sure the

luggages don’t fall as their companions stare in disbelief.

TUCKER

What’d you do, pack your entire

wardrobe in there?

KIRA

Hello! A girl needs the

essentials!(Crystal nods in

agreement)

GINGER

Hey! I don’t need essentials,

essentials need me!(pulls up collar

of checkered shirt)

GEORGIA FOX

I didn’t need that many suitcases.

They shake their heads as Tuna helps bring over the luggage.

Everyone is now cramming to fit into the shade of the bus

stop now. After a few minutes of random conversation, all

six finally settle on talking about what they brought for

the trip.
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KIRA

So what did you guys bring?

GINGER

My sexy self!

Tuna shows his Itouch and travel pillow. A deck of cards, a

map, and music for Georgia Fox. Poker chips, a torta, and a

blanket for Crystal Waters. A book, camera, and Voss water

for Kira. And, comics and a bottle of a "secret concoction"

for Tucker.

GEORGIA FOX

I don’t see why we need much

besides cash. I mean, we’ll be

going out all the time once we’re

in Vegas.

TUCKER

It’s fine. But hey, we gotta do

this right. HANGOVER STYLE!!

CRYSTAL WATERS

Yeah! But no roofies!

TUCKER

Damn! Just kidding. But yeah, once

we check in, change, then we hit

the streets okay?

KIRA

Dude, whatever happened to the

rainbow brigade?

TUNA

What’s a rainbow brigade?

TUCKER

It’s just some silly idea we had

about riding to Vegas in buggies of

different colors. Kira would get

yellow of course, I would get blue,

Ginger would get red and so on.

GINGER

Instead of going on a road trip

we’re stuck taking the bus to

Vegas! Like we trust any of you

guys behind the wheel! Tucker has

the attention span of a toddler,

Georgia Fox drives on the freaking

sidewalk, and don’t get me started

on an asian behind the wheel!
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KIRA

(glares at him)

Very funny, Ginger.

They all settle down for a bit when they are aware of the

sun beating down on their shade again. More people come with

their luggages in tow and neither of the six move because

there is no more room for anyone to fit under the shade.

Some people are fortunate enough to bring umbrellas and hats

with them. Georgia has already drift off to sleep with her

head bowed low but is always interrupted by the heat or the

group trying to get her attention by putting their hands on

her knees and slowly moving upward for fun.

In the background, Tucker, Ginger and Crystal Waters are in

a funny conversation with Crystal laughing like a hyena.

Tuna turns to Kira who is fanning herself and taking sips

from her bottle.

TUNA

Hey share that bottle with me,

yeah?

KIRA

Here.(She tosses it to him) You

know you would be less hot if you

just took off your sweater and put

it in your sackpack.

TUNA

Nah, i’m good. Besides, i might tan

unevenly.

KIRA

(narrows eyes)

Mm-hmm...

TUNA

Seriously! And plus i’m hungry. Did

you bring adobo and rice?

KIRA

Ah, dude, do i look like i cook?

But i do make a mean ass sandwich!

(points across the street) But

there’s a Filipino restaurant next

to the bank. Go get some.

TUNA

Oh yeah..You got money?

Crystal takes out a bag with a torta and flan. She splits

the meal with everyone.
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TUCKER

Mmm..I want a bigger piece!(grabs

the torta but takes a while to get

another piece)

CRYSTAL WATERS

(impatiently)

Just put it in your mouth already!

GINGER

That’s what she said!

The weather has hit 100 degrees and everyone’s moods have

turned a bit sour and they are tired and cranky. The three

girls are squeezed on the bench while Tucker lies

shamelessly on all three of their laps and taking sips from

his "secret concoction". Tuna sits on the floor, legs

crossed, and head-banging to his own music.

GINGER

(sits knees to chin)

I’m bored!

CRYSTAL WATERS

You guys, I think I remember

something. Wasn’t this the bus stop

where people say weird things

happened to them?

GEORGIA FOX

What kinds of weird things?

CRYSTAL WATERS

I don’t know. Well, remember when

my sister wanted to go to Vegas,

she waited in this bus stop but the

entire time she did, she said there

were a lot of things tempting her

to ditch. And she did. Her favorite

band just happened to pass by and

offer her a lift to a concert.

KIRA

That’s not weird, that’s cool!

CRYSTAL WATERS

But somehow she got stranded and

she never made it to Vegas. And she

wasn’t the first case. Oh, fine!

It’s just me but it feels like this

bus stop is-
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GEORGIA FOX

Well, if anything comes up, we’re

not going anywhere but Vegas. That

was the plan. We were all going to

go together because this is our

last year. Right?

They all nod their heads in agreement. Just then, a

luxurious car slowly stops in front of the bus stop. Out

comes a familiar actor but the six of them couldn’t tell

until he took off his shades and cap. It was Ryan Reynolds

and the girls and Tucker had their eyes open in disbelief

and their jaws wide as they stared at him. Ryan Reynolds

surveys the damage of the car: a flat tire at the

front-right of the car.

KIRA

Oh my gosh, it’s Ryan Reynolds!

TUNA AND GINGER

Who?

TUCKER

Duh. He recently was the Green

Lantern and rated number one

hottest male for last year’s men’s

magazine! Wait. Why do I know that?

Damn it Kira! You’re getting to me

with all that latest gossip stuff!

GEORGIA FOX

(bats eyelids and flips hair)

Mr. Reynolds, is everything okay?

RYAN REYNOLDS

Oh, it’s just a flat tire and I got

something in the back to put on a

spare tire. What i really need is

water. Do you have any to share?

CRYSTAL WATERS

(grabs Kira’s water bottle)

You can have this.

KIRA

Hey!

CRYSTAL WATERS

He’s a hot actor in distress!

KIRA

Oh. Well then, of course!
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RYAN REYNOLDS

Thanks. green Lantern fans?(eyes

Tucker’s Green Lantern ring)

TUCKER

Yep. This one stands for hope. As

in, I hope you will take me with

you once you fix your tire.

RYAN REYNOLDS

You guys are great and I see you’re

going to Vegas too. But i can only

fit one person cause it’s a two

seater.

At once, everyone fights about who gets to go.

CRYSTAL WATERS

This is once in a lifetime!

Besides, i gave him water!

KIRA

yeah, MY water!

TUCKER

Nah, I have a Green Lantern ring!

GEORGIA FOX

Enough! Look, we promised we were

going together. Meaning all six of

us to Vegas. Sorry Mr. Reynolds,

you’re hot, but we can’t.

RYAN REYNOLDS

It’s cool. Thanks for the water.

Ryan Reynolds finishes fixing his tire and left, much to

their disappointment.

CRYSTAL WATERS

Damn. There goes once in a

lifetime.

GINGER

Crystal, shut up! He has a wife.

it’s not like he’ll get with you.

KIRA

Ex-wife.

GINGER

Whatever. There’s plenty of hot

guys and girls in Vegas.
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As if on cue, Ginger’s dream girl happened to pass by. She

had nice, long, dark hair that gleamed, an hourglass figure

and the most important thing: even with heels she was

shorter than him. Ginger pulls down his shades to check her

out.

TUNA

(under breath)

Not in a million years, Ginger.

However, as she passed by, she dropped a wad of cash. Ginger

quickly picks it up and yells after her.

GINGER

hey you dropped this!

PRETTY GIRL

Oh, really? Thanks. that was a lot

of cash. You must be nice if you’re

giving it back. From what i see,

it’s enough to pay you and your

friends way to Vegas if you rented

a driver.

GINGER

Yeah, well, it’s no problem. We’re

taking the bus together.

PRETTY GIRL

Hmmm, tell you what. Since the bus

isn’t due yet, how ’bout we have

lunch just across the street next

to the bank? It has air

conditioning.

GEORGIA FOX

No Ginger! It’s supposed to be here

any minute.

PRETTY GIRL

(persuasively)

Just for a drink.

CRYSTAL WATERS

Dude, she’s real shady. Who carries

a wad of hundreds?

TUNA

Ah, stop being a cockblock for

once! Let him talk with the pretty

girl.
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PRETTY GIRL

Oh good, it’s settled then.(she

grabs Ginger and pulls him out of

the bus stop)

CRYSTAL WATERS

Oh hell no.

Crystal cuts in between them and pulls Ginger free. She

tries to knock reason into him. The other guys try to

protest but are silenced by the other girls’ venomous looks.

CRYSTAL WATERS

Ginger, you’re not like this. You

barely met her and with that much

cash? Where’s the pimp? Seriously.

GINGER

You don’t know! Maybe i want to be

spontaneous once in a while. that’s

right i used a big word for once.

Spontaneous!

CRYSTAL WATERS

I’m not letting you do this!(turns

to address the pretty girl) Sorry

but bye. Run along now.

PRETTY GIRL

Oh, are you dissing me? I don’t

think so.

CRYSTAL WATERS

Umm yeah. Didn’t you get the

message or is it taking a while to

register?

PRETTY GIRL

Ugh. Whatever losers.(to

Ginger)It’s too bad. You need their

permission to have a friendly chat.

Maybe more if you weren’t whipped.

Just then, Crystal’s last piece of torta flew and hit the

pretty girl in the face before she could add another word.

PRETTY GIRL

You-

She flies at Crystal with her arms flinging to get a good

hit but misses except for some hair pulls. Crystal, however,

is made of stronger stuff and would have hurt the girl if it

weren’t for the guys holding her back.


